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ALL WORK AND NO PLAY

“A few years back, when MOH went to Australia and UK to

recruit doctors, the success rate was low. The number of

Singaporean doctors returning is also very small. The working

hours here are killing! There is a shortage of doctors everywhere

now. If we don’t improve our hours, we won’t attract

Singaporean doctors overseas to return, there won’t be job

satisfaction and we’ll lose our doctors here to outside. My son

just completed his housemanship in Sydney. They have night

duties but are well-paid. And more importantly, their weekends

are usually free.”

Although working conditions for our Medical Officers are

generally better now, especially since the SMA Medical Officers

Committee successfully lobbied to raise MO pay 10 years ago,

Dr Tan observes that they are still not as good as overseas.

“The UK is already adopting the European standard of a

40-hour work week. While Australian doctors work 50 to 60

hours, they are well-paid. The MOH has been recruiting foreign

doctors because of a 10% shortage in the public sector. I think

this will persist unless the Ministry phases out night polyclinics

and redeploys some MOs back to the hospitals.”

“Our young doctors should fight for better working hours.

Don’t talk about pay. Doctors need a certain number of hours

off for self-study and family, and to recover from fatigue. A

tired doctor is a dangerous one – the chances of medical errors

are higher. It’s not fair to the doctor and the patient. This is

where the public needs to be educated.”

WHO WANTS TO BE A DOCTOR?

So, what makes a good family physician or doctor?

“To be a GP, you don’t need to know all the rare diseases;

just know all the common diseases well. From my observation

of doctors who have worked for me, the highly qualified ones
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do not necessarily do better if they lack rapport with patients.

You must like people and you must talk to them. If you can’t

stand or feel for patients, you should not be in medicine.”

But Dr Tan admits that patients are becoming more

demanding. “This morning, I had a patient with dry skin. When

I opened a new tube of the prescribed cream in front of her

to demonstrate the application, she complained that I was

giving her a used tube! That’s why you need a lot of patience

and tolerance as a doctor – there will be such encounters and

minor irritations everyday.”

“I hope the medical school will seriously consider giving

our medical students a Bachelor of Medical Science at the

end of three years, like in Australia. We don’t want misfit

doctors in the profession. A lot of students study medicine for

the wrong reasons, like pressure from parents and peers, and

expecting huge monetary rewards. So, at the end of three

years, they can decide whether to continue with their training

as doctors. They would not be forced to complete the course

and end up as frustrated doctors.”

AT HOME WITH

A collection of 20 types of heliconias is a source of pride

for Dr Tan, who is constantly looking for new specimens.

Ginger and banana plants can also be found in his carefully

tended garden, which is spread over 12,000 square feet.

Dr Tan’s wife keeps herself busy with charity work at

the Young Women’s Christian Association, while their

daughter is a senior psychologist with the Civil Service

College. Their son is now back in Singapore, serving the

rest of his National Service with the SAF Medical Corps.

“One thing is for sure, my son does not intend to go into

family medicine. That’s why I’m cutting down my hours.

Eventually, I’ll stop slowly or ask somebody to take over my

practice.” The easy-going GP muses.  ■
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